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AGENCY PHOTOS 

 

ALL MATERIALS CAN BE PREPARED USING GOOD QUALITY PHONE CAMERA, THEY DON’T NEED TO BE PROFFESSIONAL. JUST MAKE SURE THAT 

VISIBILITY AND SHARPNESS IS IMPECCABLE. MAKE PHOTOS IN A DAYLIGHT. 

PREPARATION TO SHOOTING: 

Outfit:  

Women : a solid-coloured t-shirt + leggings or jeans (cut: skinny or straight)  

Men: a solid-coloured jeans and T-shirt (cut: skinny or straight) 

The point is to show a figure, so the clothes should adhere to the body. 

Background: preferably solid-coloured, white/grey wall. 

Make-up (woman): basic make-up, foundation, imperfections covered, eventually accentuated eyelashes. As natural as possible. 

Our recommendation: practise various face expressions before taking photos. Facial expression in the photos should express natural, spontaneous 

emotions. Before each photo try to imagine an authentic situation from life, which may cause a specific emotion and … Let’s do it ! ☺ 

PHOTOS: 

1. En face (front-facing portrait) - neutral expression, loose hair 

2. En face - smile with teeth - joy 

3. En face - fear 

4. En face - a positive surprise (WOW!!!) 

5. En face - anger 

6. En face - filled with joy (as when winning a lottery) 

7. En face - friendly and pleasant face expression (a little smile without teeth) 

8. En face - a positive suspiciousness 

9. En face - a brainwave, a great idea 

10. Right profile (loose hair) 

11. Left profile (loose hair) 

12. Back (loose hair) 

13. En face tied up hair, neutral expression 

14. Right profile (tied up hair) 

15. Left profile (tied up hair) 

16. En face + hands (the back of your hands showed in the camera) 

17. En face + hands (the palms of your hands showed in the camera) 

18. The whole figure: 2-3 photos of the whole figure, loose hair and tied up hair 

 

Please send the photos by email to: fran@difference.com.pl typing in the subject: 

Polaroids_Name_Surname_Age_Height 

We’re looking forward to receiving materials from you! ☺ 
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